NOTES: 1) JUMPERS ARE PLACED ON J1 PINS 1&2, J2 PINS 4&5 FOR DRY CONTACTS ON RELAY OUTPUT #1.
2) PUSH PLATE, MOTION SENSOR, CARD READER MUST BE DRY CONTACT.
3) TRANSFORMER AND BRIDGE RECTIFIER VOLT/ AMPERE RATING IS DETERMINED BY CURRENT DRAW OF ELECTRIC PANIC.
4) MAGNETIC REED SWITCH MUST BE CLOSED WHILE DOOR IS OPEN.
5) SET MC-10 TIME DELAY FOR THE LENGTH OF TIME TO KEEP PANIC UNLOCKED ONCE CLOSED. IF PANIC CURRENT LOAD IS GREATER THAN 500 mA, AN AUXILIARY RELAY MUST BE USED. PLEASE CONTACT BEA TECHNICAL SERVICES FOR MORE INFORMATION.